Abstract. It is known that if k is a field and F: k[Xx,... , Xn] -» k[Xx, ... , Xn] is a polynomial automorphism, then deg(F_1) < (degF)"-1 . We extend this result to the case where k is a reduced ring. Furthermore, if k is not a reduced ring, we show that for any integer n > 1 and any integer X > 0 there exists a polynomial automorphism F such that deg(F-1) = A+(degF)"-'.
of the Xi. Thus we denote F by (Fi, ..., Fn), where Ft = F(Xt) for all i. The degree of F is defined to be the maximum of the total degrees of the F,. In the following we shall show that reduced rings are the best possible rings in which this inequality holds for all polynomial automorphisms.
A reduced ring k is a commutative ring whose nilradical (= intersection of all prime ideals) is zero or, equivalently [1, Propositions 1.7 and 1.8, p. 5], a commutative ring with no nonzero nilpotent elements. Given a prime ideal p of k, we denote the quotient ring k/p by k. Therefore, F and G are inverses of each other.
We next compute degG. If e > 2, then using (1) we can prove by induction on i that G, = (Xx + lower degree terms) + v(e'~xXli+e' + lower degree terms) where "lower degree terms" involves no v. Hence, degG, = X + e'~x by condition (ii). If e = 1, then we can prove by induction on i that G, = (X\ + • • • + Xi) + vX\+x. Hence, degG, = X + 1 = X + e'~x in this case. Therefore, degG = max {deg G;} = max {X + e'_1} = X + e"~x, \<i<n !<'<"
i.e., degG = X + (degF)"-1, since degF = e by condition (i). □
